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Conclusions and Next Steps

▪ These improvements have enabled AZ HTS to run 7 screening 

campaigns in the first half of 2021, processing 8459 plates with only 8 

plates lost.

▪ There were only 228 errors counted during the first half of 2021 with a 

plate success rate of 99.91%.

▪ Next steps: Develop a “Where’s my cart?” programme to locate where 

in the lab a cart is docked, develop software to enable protocol 

development & testing for future projects in a virtual environment, 

without needing to physically reconfigure systems that are set up to 

screen current projects and investigate liquid dispense verification.

Supported by

Tracking and Reducing Automation Errors: 

Order Metrics Dashboard

Figure 2: 3D printed 8-channel Certus valve verification tool & purpose-built program. A.
Calibration & verification tool (supplied by Gyger) used to verify one valve at a time B. 3D-printed 8-
channel tool enables up to 8 valves to be verified simultaneously C. 8-channel tool aligns with Certus
angled head D. Program for user to input weights and volumes to calculate calibration factors for
accurate dispensing across a whole microplate.

Time-Saving Procedure: Certus Flex Dispenser Verification Tool

Reducing User Errors: 

Cellario Flex Cart Docking Program and User Checklist

• We use the Certus Flex liquid dispenser (Gyger) with up to 4 

microvalves per reagent to speed up dispensing into microplates.

• For accurate dispensing, a calibration factor needs to be applied to each 

microvalve. These factors are determined gravimetrically one microvalve 

at a time, which is manual & laborious (Fig. 2A). This calibration & 

verification procedure is performed prior to each screening run, on 

average checking & verifying eight microvalves can take ~1 hour per 

run.

• With the help of Pivot Park*, we 3D printed an 8-channel tool to enable 

up to 8 microvalves to be verified simultaneously (Fig. 2B/C), the time 

saving from this parallel activity is estimated to be ~13 hours per HTS 

campaign (250 hrs p.a.). 

• We have also created a program that helps users to calculate new 

calibration factors (Fig. 2D). This removes any potential user error and 

also saves time. The program tracks microvalve performance & allows 

notes to be made if they are changed or cleaned, allowing microvalve 

performance to be monitored throughout a screening campaign.

• The 3D-printed tool & program for the could be easily modified for other 

types of dispenser.

• When working with complex HTS automation platforms it is important 

to simplify the user experience as much as possible to reduce user 

errors.

• Reconfiguration of flexible modular automation requires users to check 

system configuration before starting screening runs, this can lead to 

errors if not performed correctly. 

• We have added extra functionality to the Cellario CoLAB Flex cart 

docking program by adding an Auto-Tick button which automatically 

selects locally docked carts on a platform (Fig. 3A). 

• We have also developed a platform verification check-list pop-up 

window which appears before each screening run (Fig. 3B). The 

check-list is specific for each assay protocol and helps to prevent user 

errors.

• Within HTS the CoLAB automation platforms have a high reliability 

record but every operation is a single point of failure for the remainder 

of a screening run. Every error needs rapid attendance & quick 

resolution.

• Running automated platforms unattended can sometimes be 

challenging, and the ability to capture & visualize issues would aid 

fault diagnosis & help improve error recovery. There is also a need to 

accurately report on system reliability & utilisation to understand and 

fix the root cause of errors. 

• We have developed an interactive order metrics window where users 

track errors at the end of each run (Fig. 4A), which feeds into an 

interactive order metrics dashboard (Fig. 4B). By monitoring real time 

system performance we reduce downtime, as issues are identified 

before they result in breakdown, improving overall equipment 

efficiency. 

Figure 4: Order metrics. A. Order metrics window B. Interactive order metrics dashboard providing 
performance insights at levels of screening campaign, equipment or system user. 
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Figure 3: Cellario Flex Cart Docking Program and User Checklist. A. CoLAB Flex cart docking
program B. Platform verification checklist
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Introduction

• The Global High Throughput Screening Centre at AstraZeneca requires 

versatile automation to adapt to the many different assay formats carried 

out. We achieve this using modular systems based on HighRes 

BioSolution’s task-based CoLAB Flex carts e.g. dispense carts and 

reader carts.

• Individual Flex carts are controlled using A-cell robots, they are 

unshielded and can be run independently (Fig. 1A). Alternatively, 2 Flex 

carts can be docked together to form a Cart2Cart system (C2C) [Fig. 1B] 

and up to 5 Flex carts can be docked around a central Kuka robot on a 

CoLAB Microstar (Fig. 1C). This enables “plug and play” operation.

• The AZ Automation Team has been carrying out software improvements 

on these systems, including: a Certus Flex dispenser verification tool to 

streamline the calibration of multiple Certus Flex valves, a CoLAB Flex 

cart docking program to automatically check the location of docked carts, 

a Cellario user checklist to simplify the user’s responsibilities, and an 

order metrics dashboard for error tracking.

Figure 1: HighRes CoLAB Platforms. A. HighRes Flex Cart – run independently B. Cart2Cart – 2 Flex
carts docked together C. CoLAB microstar – up to 5 Flex carts docked around a central Kuka robot.
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